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Similarities between projective quantum fields and the Standard Model
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Many homogeneous, four-dimensional space-time geometries can be considered within real projec-
tive geometry, which yields a mathematically well-defined framework for their deformations and lim-
its without the appearance of singularities. Focussing on generalized unitary transformation behav-
ior, projective quantum fields can be axiomatically introduced, which transform smoothly under ge-
ometry deformations and limits. Connections on the related projective frame bundles provide gauge
fields with gauge group PGL5R. For Poincaré geometry, on operator level only P(GL2R×GL3R) ∼=
R 6=0 × PGL2R × PGL3R gauge bosons can interact non-trivially with other projective quantum
fields from the non- to ultra-relativistic limits. The corresponding propagating, complexified gauge
bosons come with the Standard Model gauge group GSM = (U(1) × SU(2) × SU(3))/Z6. Physical
scale transformations can act as global gauge transformations and their spontaneous breaking can
lead to masses for the projective quantum fields including the SU(2) gauge bosons. Projective quan-
tum fields, which are irreducible both with respect to the Lie algebra pgl5R and the Poincaré group,
form Dirac fermions and GSM gauge bosons interact with them similar to the Standard Model. For
homogeneous, curved Lorentz geometries a gauge group similar to the gauge group of metric-affine
gravity appears.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Standard Model of particle physics (SM) [1–3] has
seen a tremendous amount of experimental validation. It
incorporates a gauge symmetry with gauge group GSM =
(U(1)×SU(2)×SU(3))/Z6, the cyclic Z6 subgroup gener-
ated by (exp(πi/3),−12×2, exp(2πi/3) · 13×3) [4]. Three
generations of Dirac fermions tensored with particular
GSM representations interact with the gauge bosons. Os-
cillations among the generations occur, and the fermions
and W±, Z gauge bosons acquire effective masses via the
Higgs mechanism.
A unified framework to understand this peculiar struc-

ture, at least in parts and optimally based on widely
accepted physical concepts, is lacking. Concerning the
gauge symmetry, the exterior algebra

∧

C5 provided an
early, remarkably simple finding. With the non-trivial
identification S(U(2)×U(3)) ∼= GSM, it yields the gauge
group representation of the SM fermions augmented by
two trivial representations [4, 5]. This stimulated far-
reaching research on grand unified theories extending the
SM gauge group [6], but evidence for the related proton
decays remains absent [7]. Not aiming for grand uni-
fication, a number of mathematical constructions can
give rise to GSM gauge theory and further SM struc-
tures. They are based on e.g. non-commutative geom-
etry [8, 9], the octonions [10–13] or Twistor theory [14].
This paper describes similarities between so-called pro-
jective quantum fields and the SM, based on projective
models of space-time geometries, generalized unitarity
and irreducibility assumptions. Moreover, indications for
the presence of gravity appear.

∗ daniel.spitz@mis.mpg.de

The central mathematical observation for this is that
many homogeneous space-time geometries can be consid-
ered within real projective geometry, which is similar to
Weyl geometry, but not necessarily metric-based. Then,
space-times and their symmetry groups are defined only
up to non-zero prefactors, which allows for the descrip-
tion of space-time geometry limits via limits of projec-
tive matrix products [15]. Examples for such limits are
the flattening of de Sitter geometry, which is curved, or
the non-relativistic (Galilei) limit of Poincaré geometry.
Quantum field theories (QFTs) can be formulated in this
setting via generalized unitary transformation behavior
under space-time symmetry transformations and projec-
tivization of the field operators. Such projective quantum
fields have recently been introduced by the author [16]
and shown to transform smoothly under (homogeneous)
geometry deformations and limits, similarly for their cor-
relation functions. Geometry limits can reduce the space-
time dimension for projective quantum fields.

Gauge fields with gauge group PGL5R appear in this
context as connections of the projective variant of the
frame bundle and can implement the invariance under lo-
cal changes of projective reference frames. This is similar
to connections in metric-affine gravity [17] and general-
izes gauged affine symmetries in the projective setting,
including gauged dilatations.

The generalized unitary transformation behavior of
projective quantum fields links PGL5R gauge transfor-
mations to space-time symmetry transformations, but
preserving locality. This way, the presence of gauge
interactions in the non- and ultra-relativistic limits of
Poincaré geometry requires that on operator level the
gauge group is basically reduced to P(GL2R×GL3R) ∼=
R 6=0 × PGL2R × PGL3R, as we prove in this work. For
homogeneous, curved Lorentz geometries, the reduced
gauge group P(R 6=0 × GL4R) ∼= GL4R together with an
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Abelian subgroup of PGL5R isomorphic to R4 appears, if
gauge interactions, which survive the flattening process
to Poincaré geometry, are considered.
Physical scale transformations can act as global gauge

transformations on projective quantum fields restricted
to Poincaré geometry. As for the Stueckelberg mecha-
nism [18, 19], this can lead to masses for those fields,
which are not invariant under such transformations, if the
corresponding global gauge symmetry is spontaneously
broken. In particular, this applies to the PGL2R gauge
bosons. Masses for other projective quantum fields can
be effectively generated as in the SM.
It has been shown in [16] that fermionic projective

quantum fields on Poincaré geometry, which transform ir-
reducibly with respect to the Lie algebra pgl5R of PGL5R

and the Poincaré group, come with uneven exterior pow-
ers of the fundamental representation CP

4
pgl

5
R of pgl5R

and their dual representations. Taking their complexi-
fications into account, Poincaré transformations act on
them as for Dirac fermions and gauge transformations
in the reduced gauge group act similar to how GSM acts
on one generation of the SM fermions. The SM gauge
group S(U(2)×U(3)) ∼= GSM appears, if the propagating,
complexified gauge bosons are considered, i.e., the gauge
bosons for the compact part of the complexified Lie al-
gebra of P(GL2R ×GL3R). The involved gauge algebra
map can be physically motivated based on representation
equivalence and is similar to how spinor representations
appear for QFTs on Poincaré geometry. Unlike the SM,
in our model gauge and Poincaré transformations act not
via tensor product representations on the fermions.
This manuscript is organized as follows. In Section II

we review projective quantum fields, which incorporate
the generalized unitary transformation behavior. Sec-
tion III briefly describes how PGL5R gauge fields can
appear in this context. In Section IV we prove the gauge
group reduction theorem central to this work. Section V
considers the action of physical scale transformations as
a 1-parameter gauge subgroup. Finally, in Section VI we
discuss how this leads to similarities with the SM. We
conclude in Section VII with an outlook, and a few ap-
pendices provide proofs for statements in the main text.

II. QUANTUM FIELDS ON PROJECTIVE

GEOMETRIES

This work deals with quantum fields on homogeneous
space-time geometries (X,O), which consist of a space-
time X (the model space) and a Lie group O acting tran-
sitively on X (the structure group). The mathematical
theory of such Klein geometries is described e.g. in [15],
which we summarize here. We focus on geometries, for
which X is a subspace of the four-dimensional real projec-
tive space RP

4 and O is a subgroup of PGL5R, denoted
(X,O) < (RP4,PGL5R). The projective setting with its
equivalence up to coordinate rescalings, which is simi-
lar to Weyl geometry with its invariance under metric

rescalings, allows us later to consistently describe geom-
etry deformations and limits without the appearance of
singularities. For introductions to projective geometry
we refer to [20, 21]. Important examples of such geome-
tries have the structure groups

PO((p0, q0), . . . , (pk, qk))

:= P











O(p0, q0) 0 · · · 0
Rm1×m0 O(p1, q1) 0

...
...

. . .
...

Rmk×m0 Rmk×m1 · · · O(pk, qk)











, (1)

wheremi := pi+qi,
∑

i mi = 5 and which act transitively
on

X((p0, q0), . . . , (pk, qk))

:= {[x0, . . . , xm−1] ∈ RP
4 | − x2

0 − . . .− x2
p0−1

+ x2
p0

+ . . .+ x2
m0−1 < 0} . (2)

We write

G((p0, q0), . . . , (pk, qk))

:= (X((p0, q0), . . . , (pk, qk)),PO((p0, q0), . . . , (pk, qk))) .
(3)

For instance, G(4, 1) is the projective model of four-
dimensional de Sitter geometry and G(3, 2) is the projec-
tive model of four-dimensional anti-de Sitter geometry,
while G((1), (3, 1)) with

X((1), (3, 1)) = {[x0, . . . , x4] |x0 6= 0} = A
3,1 (4)

is the projective model of Poincaré geometry. This can
be identified with Poincaré geometry itself, the Poincaré
group isomorphically represented by projective 5×5 ma-
trices. In Eq. (4), A

3,1 denotes the four-dimensional
affine space endowed with the Minkowski metric tensor
(ηµν) = diag(−1,−1,−1,+1) and the identification with
X((1), (3, 1)) is via

ξ : [x0, . . . , x4] 7→ (x1/x0, . . . , x4/x0) . (5)

Note that for notational consistency with regard to the
metric signatures, the last component on the right-hand
side of (5) denotes the time coordinate. When referring
to specific space-time geometries such as Poincaré ge-
ometry, in this work mostly their projective models are
meant.
A space-time geometry G = (X,O) < (RP4,PGL5R)

can be deformed by [g] ∈ PGL5R acting on the model
space by projective matrix multiplication, X ∋ [x] 7→
[g · x], and conjugating the elements of O, O ∋ [h] 7→
Ad[g][h] := [g ·h · g−1]. The pair [g]∗G := ([g] ·X,Ad[g]O)
is again a geometry.
Replacing [g] by a sequence [bn] ∈ PGL5R, the n → ∞

limit of [bn]∗G can be defined as follows [15]. A Lie
group O′ is called the conjugacy limit of O via [bn], if
every [h′] ∈ O′ is the limit of some sequence [hn] ∈
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Ad[bn]O and if every accumulation point of every se-
quence [hn] ∈ Ad[bn]O lies in O′. This way, the Lie
algebra o′ of O′ is given by o′ = limn→∞ Ad[bn]o [22],
where o is the Lie algebra of O and convergence is de-
fined as for conjugacy limits.1 Finally, the sequence of
geometries [bn]∗G < (RP4,PGL5R) converges to the ge-
ometry G

′ = (X′,O′), if O′ is the conjugacy limit of O
via [bn] and there exists [z] ∈ X

′ ⊂ RP
4, such that for

all n sufficiently large [z] ∈ [bn] · X. In fact, all such lim-
its of G((p0, q0), . . . , (pk, qk)) < (RP4,PGL5R) have been
classified, see [15].
As an example, consider Poincaré geometry

G((1), (3, 1)) and a Lorentz-boost in the 3-direction. The
sequence [bn] = P(diag(exp(−n), 1, 1, 1, exp(−n))) acts
on the lower-right 2×2 submatrix of the boost generator
as

P

(

0 i
i 0

)

7→ P

(

0 ien

ie−n 0

)

= P

(

0 i
ie−2n 0

)

→ P

(

0 i
0 0

)

(6)

for n → ∞. In the projective setting, the multiplica-
tion by exp(−n) is an identity map and provides the ba-
sis for well-defined limit matrices. Due to (6), the limit
process turns Lorentz boosts into Galilean velocity addi-
tions, corresponding to the infinite speed of light limit.
The conjugacy limit of PO((1), (3, 1)) via [bn] is isomor-
phic to the projective Galilei group:

lim
n→∞

Ad[bn]PO((1), (3, 1)) = AdτPO((1), (1), (3)) , (7)

where τ = (0) (1 2 3 4) permutes coordinates. The model
space remains unaltered:

[bn] · X((1), (3, 1)) = X((1), (3, 1)) = X((1), (1), (3)) , (8)

such that the limit geometry is the projective model of
Galilei geometry:

[bn]∗G((1), (3, 1)) → τ∗G((1), (1), (3)) . (9)

For further examples of geometry limits we refer to [16].
Quantum fields depend on the geometry of space-time

through projective unitary representations of the struc-
ture group, which act on the field operators [23]. In order
to make use of the described framework for geometry lim-
its, the author axiomatically introduced projective quan-
tum fields in [16]. For the purposes of the present work,
only their representation-theoretic behavior is of inter-
est.2 Let PGL5R denote the (universal) double cover

1Actually, it has been shown in [16] that conjugacy limits act
on Lie algebra level isomorphically to compositions of Lie algebra
contractions.

2Accordingly, here we do not consider the boundedness of field
operators upon smearing with test functions and the restriction of
their domain to certain dense subspaces of the Hilbert space.

of PGL5R. Then, a projective quantum field is a tuple
Ô = (U, ρ, {[Ô([x])] | [x] ∈ RP

4}) consisting of a projec-
tive unitary PGL5R representation U on a Hilbert space
H, a finite-dimensional, complex PGL5R representation
ρ and an equivalence class of operators [Ô([x])] for every
[x] ∈ RP

4, defined modulo global C∞(RP4,R 6=0) prefac-

tors, such that for all [x] ∈ RP
4 and all α = 1, . . . , dim ρ

their representatives obey generalized unitary transfor-
mation behavior for arbitrary [g] ∈ PGL5R:

U([g])Ôα([x])U
†([g]) =

dim ρ
∑

β=1

ραβ([g
−1])Ôβ([g · x]) . (10)

On a geometry (X,O) < (RP4,PGL5R), the projective
quantum field is given by restriction:

Ô|(X,O) := (U |O, ρ, {[Ô([x])] | [x] ∈ X}) . (11)

In this work we only consider projective quantum fields
such as Ô, which do not possess internal degrees of free-
dom. By means of the geometry restriction (11), Eq. (10)
indeed generalizes the unitary transformation behavior of
quantum fields on fixed homogeneous geometries such as
de Sitter, anti-de Sitter or Poincaré geometry. It has been
shown in [16] that such projective quantum fields trans-
form smoothly under geometry deformations and limits
without singularities appearing, but their space-time sup-
port can shift to space-time boundaries and other lower-
dimensional space-time subspaces. A corresponding QFT
can therefore be dimensionally reduced through geome-
try limits.

We define an algebra AÔ(X) of projective correlators

for the projective quantum field Ô as

AÔ(X) :=
{

[Ô(f1,X)
(†) ⊗ . . .⊗ Ô(fℓ,X)

(†)]
∣

∣fi ∈ C∞(RP4), ℓ ∈ N
}

, (12)

where smeared field operator representatives are given by

Ô(f,X) :=

∫

X

d4[x] f([x])Ô([x]) (13)

and formally encode renormalization of the projective
correlators [24]. The tensor products in Eq. (12) are de-
fined only with respect to the indices corresponding to
the action of ρ, so that the domain of the projective corre-
lators remains the original Hilbert space. The superscript
(†) indicates taking the adjoint of individual field opera-
tors or not. The author has shown in [16] that expecta-
tion values of all projective correlators in AÔ(X) remain
well-defined under geometry deformations and limits, but
their space-time support can shift to space-time bound-
aries and other lower-dimensional space-time subspaces,
analogously to projective quantum fields. In particular,
this applies to their infrared and ultraviolet limits, for
which the space-time dimension reduces to 3.
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III. PGL5R GAUGE THEORY

In the framework of projective quantum fields, PGL5R

gauge fields appear as connections of the projective frame
bundle, which is based on projective (reference) frames.
We first introduce projective vector fields and projective
frames, which provides a summary of the corresponding
considerations in [16], and subsequently sketch the oc-
currence of PGL5R gauge fields.
A projective vector field on a four-dimensional model

space X is an equivalence class [W ] of vector fields on

X, where W ∼ W̃ , if there exists λ ∈ C∞(X,R 6=0):

W̃ = λW everywhere on X. A projective frame on X

is defined from a non-projective frame (e1, . . . , e4) on X

as ([e1], . . . , [e4], [e5] = [e1 + . . .+ e4]). Projective frames
on X consist of five projective vector fields, so that the
projective frame is uniquely determined up to a com-
mon C∞(X,R 6=0) prefactor. Indeed, given two projective
frames ([e1], . . . , [e5]), ([f1], . . . , [f5]), if [eB] = [fB] holds
for all B = 1, . . . , 5, then eB = λfB for all B and a single
λ ∈ C∞(X,R 6=0). In terms of the projective frame ([eB]),
the projective vector field [W ] can be non-uniquely de-
composed as [W ] = [

∑

B WBeB]. What is uniquely fixed
by [W ] is the set of homogeneous coordinates of [W ] with
respect to ([eB]):

{

(λW ′
1, . . . , λW

′
4)

∣

∣

∣

∣

W ′
µ ∈ C∞(X), λ ∈ C∞(X,R 6=0),

[ 4
∑

ν=1

W ′
νeν

]

= [W ]

}

. (14)

We denote the set of projective frames on X by P(X).
Locally, elements [G] ∈ C∞(X,PGL5R) act transitively
on a projective frame ([eB]) ∈ P(X) via right multiplica-
tion:

([e1], . . . , [e5]) 7→ ([e1], . . . , [e5]) · [G] . (15)

This yields the projective frame bundle over X, i.e., the
principal PGL5R-bundle

PGL5R → P(X) → X . (16)

A connection 1-form of this bundle uniquely fixes a
gauge 1-form A([x]), which takes values in the Lie alge-
bra pgl5R. Projectivization yields the projective gauge
1-form [A([x])],3 which non-uniquely decomposes for a
given projective frame ([eB]) or rather its dual into the
components [AB([x])]. We note that the gauge group
PGL5R contains the gauge group GL4R of metric-affine

3Projective 1-forms on X are defined analogously to projective
vector fields, i.e., they are equivalence classes [α] of 1-forms on X,
where α ∼ α̃, if there exists λ ∈ C∞(X,R 6=0): α̃ = λα every-
where on X. Considering the projectivization of usual connections
is similar to projective connections, for which we expect equivalent
results. For clarity we here focus on the former construction.

gravity by means of an embedding similar to Eq. (1), see
also the end of Section IV.
Based on this, a projective PGL5R gauge quan-

tum field Â = (U, ρA, {[Â([x])] | [x] ∈ RP
4}) on the

Hilbert space H is a projective quantum field, which
locally transforms under a gauge transformation [V ] ∈
C∞(RP4,PGL5R) as

[ÂB([x])] 7→[V ([x]) · ÂB([x]) · V
−1([x])

− iV ([x]) · ∂BV
−1([x])] (17)

for all [x] ∈ RP
4. Upon restriction to a geometry

(X,O) < (RP4,PGL5R), gauge transformations and their

action (17) on Â are restricted to X.
Deformations and limits of geometries act on projective

PGL5R gauge quantum fields as for projective quantum
fields. The gauge transformation [V ] canonically acts on

the field operators of the projective quantum field Ô,
which has no internal degrees of freedom, as

[Ô([x])] 7→ [ρ([V ([x])])Ô([x])] . (18)

A covariant derivative acting on the [Ô([x])] can be de-
fined similarly to spin connections [25, 26]:

∇̂B([x]) = [∂B − iρ̃([ÂB([x])])] , (19)

where ρ̃ denotes the Lie algebra representation corre-
sponding to ρ.

IV. GAUGE GROUP REDUCTION

We turn to implications of certain geometry limits
for gauge-matter interactions on Poincaré and homoge-
neous, curved Lorentz geometries. Specifically, we show
that on operator level only a subgroup conjugate to
P(GL2R × GL3R) within the full gauge group PGL5R

can act non-trivially on the field operators from the non-
to the ultra-relativistic limits of Poincaré geometry, and
only gauge bosons for the gauge subgroup P(GL4R×R 6=0)
together with an Abelian PGL5R subgroup isomorphic to
R4 survive e.g. in the flat de Sitter limit.
First, we consider Poincaré geometry G((1), (3, 1)) and

geometry deformations by

[c(κ)] = P





κ
13×3

κ



 for κ > 0 . (20)

Around Eq. (6), we have shown that
limκ→0[c(κ)]∗G((1), (3, 1)) is the (non-relativistic)
Galilei geometry G((1), (1), (3)) up to the permutation
τ . It can be shown that in the κ → ∞ limit, the geom-
etry becomes the (ultra-relativistic) Carroll geometry
G((1), (3), (1)). Therefore, the action of [c(κ)] changes
the coordinate speed of light and can be used as a
geometry deformation to interpolate between the non-
and ultra-relativistic limits of Poincaré geometry.
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We say that the projective gauge quantum field Ô and
the projective PGL5R gauge quantum field Â interact
non-trivially in the non- and ultra-relativistic limits of
Poincaré geometry, if for all [x] ∈ X((1), (3, 1)) both the
κ → 0 limit and the κ → ∞ limit of the operator

AdU([c(κ)])[∇̂B([x])Ô([x])]B (21)

are non-trivial as operators acting on the Hilbert space.
Physically, this assumption can be motivated by anal-
ogy with gauge interactions in the SM. Concerning the
non-triviality of electromagnetic gauge-matter interac-
tions in the non-relativistic limit, we note that many
cross-sections for processes in quantum electrodynam-
ics (QED) remain non-trivial in this limit, see e.g. [27].
Non-relativistic quantum chromodynamics has been suc-
cessfully employed in the description of a range of re-
lated particle production phenomena [28–31], and the
W±, Z bosons are naturally described non-relativistically
at energies below the electroweak symmetry breaking
scale due to their comparably large mass. The SM is
also non-trivial in its ultra-relativistic limits, as probed
e.g. by collisions of heavy atomic nuclei [32–34]. QED
and other QFTs admit a description on Carroll geome-
try, see e.g. [35–37] and note applications of this in the
framework of hydrodynamics [38–40].
We can now state the gauge group reduction theo-

rem, which is central to this work. Intuitively, consider-
ing limits of interaction operators among the gauge and
matter fields deformed by [c(κ)] probes the presence of
gauge interactions on operator level in the non- and ultra-
relativistic limits of Poincaré geometry.

Theorem IV.1. Let Ô be a projective quantum field,

Â a projective PGL5R gauge quantum field and PGL5R

gauge transformations act on [Ô([x])] as in Eq. (18). As-

sume Ô and Â interact non-trivially in the non- and

ultra-relativistic limits of Poincaré geometry. Then maxi-
mally gauge bosons for the gauge subgroup AdτP(GL2R×
GL3R) < PGL5R can act non-trivially on the projective

correlators in AÔ(X((1), (3, 1))) via covariant derivatives.

Proof. The generalized unitary transformation behavior
(10) yields for any [x] ∈ X((1), (3, 1)), α = 1, . . . , dim ρ
and any B = 1, . . . , 5:

∑

C,β

c(κ)BCAdU([c(κ)])ρ̃αβ([ÂC([x])])Ôβ([x])

=
∑

β,γ

ρ̃αβ([ÂB([c(κ)x])])ρβγ([c(κ)
−1])Ôγ([c(κ)x])

=
∑

β,γ

ραβ([c(κ)
−1])

× ρ̃βγ([c(κ)ÂB([c(κ)x])c(κ)
−1])Ôγ([c(κ)x]) , (22)

where representatives of the projective field operators
are considered. The non-triviality assumption and sur-
jectivity of the map X((1), (3, 1)) ∋ [x] 7→ [c(κ)x] ∈
X((1), (3, 1)) for all κ > 0 imply that upon their action

on the field operators of Ô via the representation ρ̃ all
conjugated gauge field operators

[c(κ)ÂB([x])c(κ)
−1] (23)

must remain non-zero for both the κ → 0 limit and the
κ → ∞ limit. Therefore, maximally gauge field operators
for the gauge subgroup AdτP(GL2R×GL3R) < PGL5R

can interact non-trivially with the field operators of Ô.
Indeed, with

Adτ−1([c(κ)]) = P

(

κ · 12×2

13×3

)

(24)

and A,B,C,D corresponding matrix blocks:

AdAd
τ−1 ([c(κ)])P

(

A B
C D

)

= P

(

A κB
C/κ D

)

, (25)

for which both the κ → 0 and the κ → ∞ limits are
non-zero, if and only if B,C = 0.
The extension of this statement to the full projective

correlator algebra AÔ(X((1), (3, 1))) is straight-forward.

Theorem IV.1 provides a statement on operator level.
We therefore expect that the reduction of the PGL5R

gauge group to AdτP(GL2R×GL3R) is preserved in the
classical limit and appears in corresponding action func-
tionals. Further considerations regarding the latter are
deferred until Section VI.
Shedding further light on the structure of the reduced

gauge group, in Appendix A we prove that the map ζ :
R 6=0 × PGL2R× PGL3R → P(GL2R×GL3R),

ζ(a, [g], [h]) = P

(

a3g
a−2h

)

, (26)

is a group isomorphism, where g is an arbitrary of the two
unit-determinant representatives of [g] ∈ PGL2R and h
is the unique unit-determinant representative of [h] ∈
PGL3R. This is analogous to GSM

∼= S(U(2)× U(3)) [4,
5].
A variant of Theorem IV.1 can also be proven for ho-

mogeneous, curved Lorentz geometries of the form

[g]∗G(4, 1) = ([g] · X(4, 1),Ad[g]PO(4, 1)) (27)

for arbitrary [g] ∈ PGL5R. For these, on operator level
only gauge bosons for the gauge subgroup Ad[g]P(R 6=0 ×

GL4R) or an Abelian gauge subgroup isomorphic to R
4

interact non-trivially with the field operators of Ô in
the Poincaré limit. The explicit statement along with
its proof is given in Appendix B. With the isomorphism
P(R 6=0×GL4R) ∼= GL4R, part of the reduced gauge group
can be identified with part of the gauge group of metric-
affine gravity [17].
Finally, we note that for Poincaré geometry the pres-

ence of gauge interactions from non- to ultra-relativistic
limits can be alternatively probed with

[c̃(κ)] = P

(

14×4

κ

)

(28)
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for κ > 0 instead of [c(κ)]. The same arguments as before
then lead to the reduced gauge group P(GL4R×R 6=0) ∼=
GL4R, which can be identified with part of the reduced
gauge group for homogeneous, curved Lorentz geometries
[g]∗G(4, 1). In fact, Lemma B.2 in Appendix B shows
that the reduced gauge group for geometries of the latter
type remains isomorphic to P(R 6=0×GL4R) also in its ge-
ometry limits. Still, we remind ourselves that the space-
time support of projective quantum fields on [g]∗G(4, 1)
can reduce dimensionally in its geometry limits such as
the Poincaré limit, so that Ô and Â restricted to Poincaré
geometry can not be fully recovered from their restriction
to [g]∗G(4, 1).
Considering Poincaré geometry itself, neither

AdτP(GL2R × GL3R) nor P(GL4R × R 6=0) seems
to be preferable. The author does not have a decisive
argument regarding the choice of [c(κ)] or [c̃(κ)] and
focuses primarily on the former case and the correspond-
ing reduced gauge group for Poincaré geometry. While
this will lead to similarities with the SM, we note that
the other choice would lead to further similarities with
gravity. It remains to be investigated, in how far both
can be mathematically realized simultaneously in the
framework of projective quantum fields without internal
degrees of freedom.

V. GLOBAL PHYSICAL SCALE

TRANSFORMATIONS

We now consider physical scale transformations on
Poincaré geometry as gauge transformations. The iden-
tification X((1), (3, 1)) = A3,1 has been via the map ξ
given in Eq. (5). A physical scale transformation acts on
[x] ∈ X((1), (3, 1)) as ξ([x]) 7→ esξ([x]) for s ∈ R, which
is equivalent to

[x] 7→ [d(s) · x] := P

(

1
es · 14×4

)

· [x] . (29)

Hence, commutativity with U([d(s)]) probes physical
scale invariance on operator level.
The dilatations [d(s)] also form a 1-parameter sub-

group of the reduced gauge group AdτP(GL2R×GL3R)
for Poincaré geometry and can act on the field opera-
tors of Ô via the global gauge transformation [Ô([x])] 7→

[ρ([d(s)])Ô([x])]. We show that such gauge transforma-
tions change mass eigenspace contributions to the field
operator representatives. For this we write translations
in the (temporal) 4-direction of X((1), (3, 1)) on opera-

tor level as exp(iĤy4) for y4 ∈ R and translations in

the (spatial) 1-, 2- and 3-directions as exp(−iP̂y) for

y = (y1, y2, y3) ∈ R3 with P̂y = P̂1y1 + P̂2y2 + P̂3y3.

The squared mass operator then reads M̂2 = Ĥ2 − P̂2.
Furthermore, we write U([d(s)]) = exp(iD̂s), where the

operator iD̂ satisfies the commutation relations

[iD̂, iĤ] = iĤ , [iD̂, iP̂j ] = iP̂j (30)

for j = 1, 2, 3, such that

adiD̂M̂2 := [iD̂, M̂2] = 2M̂2 . (31)

Therefore,

AdU([d(s)])M̂
2 = exp(s adiD̂)M̂2 = e2sM̂2 , (32)

where we employed basic Lie theory [41] for the first

equality. The operator M̂2 is self-adjoint, so there ex-
ists a Hilbert space basis of mass eigenstates |m〉 with

M̂2|m〉 = m2|m〉. We note that due to Eq. (32):

M̂2U([d(s)])|m〉 = U([d(s)])AdU([d(s)−1])M̂
2|m〉

= e−2sm2U([d(s)])|m〉 , (33)

so that

U([d(s)])|m〉 = |e−sm〉 . (34)

With respect to the mass eigenspaces of the Hilbert
space, the field operator representatives Ôα([x]) can be
decomposed as

Ôα([x]) =

∫

dm

∫

dm′|m〉〈m|Ôα([x])|m
′〉〈m′| . (35)

On the other hand, the gauge transformed field operator
representatives ρ([d(s)])Ô([x]) have the following decom-
position:

∑

β

ραβ([d(s)])Ôβ([x])

= AdU([d(s)−1])Ôα([d(s) · x])

=

∫

dm

∫

dm′|m〉〈e−sm|Ôα([d(s) · x])|e
−sm′〉〈m′| ,

(36)

where we employed the generalized unitary transforma-
tion behavior (10) and Eq. (34). Indeed, the gauge-

transformed field operator representatives ρ([d(s)])Ô([x])
come with a different mass eigenspace decomposition
compared to Eq. (35).

As a special case, consider field operators [Ôα([x])]
with a definite (effective) mass m ∈ [0,∞), so that for all

[x] ∈ X((1), (3, 1)) and all α: [M̂2, Ôα([x])] = m2Ôα([x]).
Eq. (32) together with the generalized unitary transfor-
mation behavior (10) yields

[

M̂2,
∑

β

ραβ([d(s)])Ôβ([x])

]

= AdU([d(s)−1])[AdU([d(s)])M̂
2, Ôα([d(s) · x])]

= AdU([d(s)−1])[e
2sM̂2, Ôα([d(s) · x])]

= e2sm2
∑

β

ραβ([d(s)])Ôβ([x]) . (37)

The gauge-transformed field operator representatives
ρ([d(s)])Ô([x]) have the altered squared mass e2sm2.
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The matrices [d(s)] do not commute with a PGL2R

subgroup of the reduced gauge group. Specifically, using
the group isomorphism ζ of Eq. (26), Appendix C shows
that

[d(s)−1 k−1 d(s) k] 6= [1] (38)

for s 6= 0 and [1] 6= [k] ∈ Adτ ζ(1,PGL2R, [1]),
which is isomorphic to PGL2R. The group commu-
tator (38) equals the projective unit matrix for all
[k] ∈ AdτP(12×2 ×GL3), which is isomorphic to R 6=0 ×
PGL3R. Therefore, the gauge bosons of a PGL2R gauge
subgroup do not commute with the global gauge trans-
formations by [d(s)].
The invariance under global gauge transformations by

[d(s)] can be spontaneously broken by non-zero expecta-
tion values of suitable operators. This can imply non-
vanishing masses for those field operators, which are not
invariant under the gauge transformations by [d(s)]. In
particular, this applies to the PGL2R gauge bosons. Such
a phenomenon would be reminiscent of the Stueckelberg
mechanism in Weyl conformal geometry [18, 19]. Details
are left for future work.
We note that also for the considered non-compact

gauge group AdτP(GL2R × GL3R), the spontaneous
breaking of the global [d(s)] gauge symmetry would not
be in conflict with Elitzur’s theorem [42]. Indeed, if
finitely many space-time points are considered, the lat-
ter implies that only locally varying gauge transforma-
tions must leave operators with non-vanishing expecta-
tion values invariant, at least for the maximal compact
subgroup of the reduced gauge group, which is isomor-
phic to PO(2)× PO(3).4

VI. SIMILARITIES WITH THE STANDARD

MODEL

Based on the gauge group reduction and gauged phys-
ical scale transformations, a range of structures related
to projective quantum fields reveals similarities with the
SM. Using the results of [16], we first describe a clas-
sification of projective quantum fields based on their
irreducibility. This leads to the appearance of Dirac
fermions, if Poincaré transformations are considered. We
discuss how gauge transformations in the reduced gauge
group act on these. Subsequently, implications for parti-
cle physics models in the action formalism are derived.
Projective quantum fields can be characterized accord-

ing to irreducibility of the Lie algebra representation ρ̃
corresponding to ρ. Along with Schur module-like con-
structions for projective quantum fields (detailed in [16]),
this leads to the description of the fundamental building

4The author is aware only of variants of Elitzur’s theorem for
compact gauge groups, see e.g. [42, 43].

blocks of projective quantum fields without internal de-
grees of freedom. This is similar to how the spin repre-
sentations appear for QFTs on Poincaré geometry. The
irreducible projective quantum fields are labelled by a
pair of Young diagrams (λ, λ′), so that ρ̃ = CP

4
(λ,λ′).

The latter denotes the irreducible representation of pgl5R
constructed according to the Young diagrams (λ, λ′) from
partly symmetrized, partly anti-symmetrized and dual-
ized tensor products of CP4

pgl
5
R, for which pgl5R acts via

projective matrices on CP
4.5 We write ρ = ρ(λ,λ′), if

ρ̃ = CP
4
(λ,λ′). Irreducible projective quantum fields with

such ρ̃ are denoted as Ô(λ,λ′). The particular case of in-
terest in the present work will be treated in more detail
below.

Projective quantum fields on Poincaré geometry can
also be characterized according to their irreducible be-
havior under Poincaré transformations.6 In fact, all
fermionic projective quantum fields, for which ρ̃ is ir-
reducible as a pgl5R representation and the restriction
U |PO((1),(3,1)) is irreducible as a representation of the
Poincaré group, transform under Poincaré transforma-
tions as Dirac fermions, proven in [16]. Only one diagram
of the pair (λ, λ′) can be non-empty and must consist of
a single column with an uneven number of boxes #λ or
#λ′. Leading for ρ̃ only to anti-symmetric tensor repre-
sentations with an uneven number of CP4

pgl
5
R factors and

their duals, this demonstrates the spin-statistics relation
for projective quantum fields as composites without in-
ternal degrees of freedom, constructed from projective
quantum fields with ρ̃ = CP

4
pgl

5
R. Bosonic such pro-

jective quantum fields would violate the spin-statistics
relation for similar reasons [16].

Therefore, for the full gauge group PGL5R, the pgl5R-

valued gauge field [Â([x])] acts on the field operators

[Ô(λ,∅)([x])] or [Ô(∅,λ)([x])] via the representations

(P ˜∧#λ
C

5)pgl
5
R or (P ˜∧#λ

C
5)∗pgl

5
R (39)

for uneven #λ, respectively. Considered for the reduced
gauge group P(GL2R×GL3R),

7 we have with p(gl2R ⊕
gl3R)

∼= R⊕ pgl2R⊕ pgl3R (due to Proposition A.1) the

5For tensors of second or higher order, representatives of pgl5R
elements act on the tensor products of C5, and are only finally
projectivized.

6These can be regarded as the fundamental building blocks of
projective quantum fields on Poincaré geometry, since all projective
unitary representations of the Poincaré group decompose into a
direct sum or direct integral of the irreducible projective unitary
representations of the Poincaré group [44].

7The conjugation of P(GL2R×GL3R) by τ is a group isomor-
phism and yields an equivalence of representations.
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isomorphisms

P˜∧1
C

5|p(gl
2
R⊕gl

3
R)

∼= CP
4|p(gl

2
R⊕gl

3
R)

∼= (C+1 ⊗̃CP
1 ⊗̃ 1)⊕ (C−2/3 ⊗̃ 1 ⊗̃CP

2) , (40a)

P ˜∧3
C

5|p(gl
2
R⊕gl

3
R)

∼= (C−2 ⊗̃ 1 ⊗̃ 1)⊕ (C−1/3 ⊗̃CP
1,∗ ⊗̃CP

2,∗)

⊕ (C+4/3 ⊗̃ 1 ⊗̃CP
2) . (40b)

Here, Cκ/3 for κ ∈ R denotes the representation R ∋ a 7→
κa, where we call κ/3 the weak hypercharge, by analogy
with the SM. CPm−1 := CP

m−1
pglmR

denotes the fundamen-

tal complex representation of pglmR with dual CPm−1,∗

and the trivial representation is denoted 1. The decom-
positions in Eqs. (40a) and (40b) are into irreducible rep-
resentations of R ⊕ pgl2R ⊕ pgl3R and the weak hyper-
charges are unique up to a linear map.

These results suggest a particle physics model, which
on Poincaré geometry includes a projective PGL5R gauge
quantum field Â and the fermionic, irreducible, Poincaré-
irreducible projective quantum fields Ô(λ,∅) and Ô(∅,λ)

for column-only λ with #λ uneven. As described around
Eq. (14), on Poincaré geometry the projective gauge

quantum field [ÂB([x])] uniquely fixes a non-projective

gauge quantum field Âµ(y), µ = 1, . . . , 4, y ∈ A3,1, up
to multiplication by C∞(A3,1,R 6=0) elements. An action

functional constructed from the projective [ÂB([x])] is
thus the same as an action functional constructed from
Âµ(y), which is furthermore invariant under local Weyl
rescalings and reflections.

The SM augmented by Weyl gauge symmetry has been
studied e.g. in [45, 46], where the latter symmetry ap-
pears naturally in the SM for a zero Higgs mass param-
eter. Einstein gravity and Higgs potentials can emerge
for such models on Weyl conformal geometry in phases
with spontaneously brokenWeyl gauge symmetry [19, 47]
and might be renormalizable [48]. Explicit implications
of Weyl gauge symmetry for our model are to be consid-
ered in future work.

The Âµ(y) do not readily lead to well-defined Yang-
Mills terms for an action functional, since the reduced
gauge group P(GL2R × GL3R) is non-compact [49]. As

a projective quantum field, Â(y) comes with the finite-
dimensional, complex representation CP

4
pgl

5
R of pgl5R,

which is equivalent to the representation CP
4
pgl

5
C of its

complexification pgl5C. The situation is similar, if the

gauge field [ÂB([x])] interacts with the field operators of

the projective quantum fields Ô(λ,∅) and Ô(∅,λ), which
proceeds via the complex Lie algebra representations
ρ̃(λ,∅) and ρ̃(∅,λ). These are equivalent to the correspond-
ing representations of pgl5C.

Considered for the reduced gauge group P(GL2R ×
GL3R) with Lie algebra p(gl2R ⊕ gl3R), the represen-
tations are on Lie algebra level equivalent to representa-
tions of p(gl2C⊕ gl3C). Only gauge fields with values in

(#λ,#λ′) GSM representation

(1, 0) ((+1⊗ 2⊗ 1)× (−2/3⊗ 1⊗ 3))/Z6

(0, 1) ((−1⊗ 2⊗ 1)× (+2/3⊗ 1⊗ 3))/Z6

(3, 0)
((−2⊗ 1⊗ 1)× (−1/3⊗ 2⊗ 3)

× (+4/3⊗ 1⊗ 3))/Z6

(0, 3)
((+2⊗ 1⊗ 1)× (+1/3⊗ 2⊗ 3)

× (−4/3⊗ 1⊗ 3))/Z6

Table I. Summary of the GSM gauge transformation behav-
ior of the fermionic, irreducible, Poincaré-irreducible Ô(λ,λ′)

for column-only λ, λ′ with one Young diagram empty and an
uneven number of boxes. Column 1: Number of rows of the
Young diagram pair. Column 2: GSM gauge group represen-
tation, for U(1) denoted by the weak hypercharge, for SU(2)
and SU(3) by dimension and complex conjugation.

the compact real form of p(gl2C⊕ gl3C), which is

p(u(2)⊕ u(3)) ∼= s(u(2)⊕ u(3)) , (41)

can provide the negative-definite kinetic terms for ac-
tion functionals (positive-definite trace forms) [49]. The
corresponding compact Lie group is S(U(2) × U(3)) ∼=
GSM [4], i.e., the SM gauge group. Section V implies that
the gauge bosons for a subgroup isomorphic to SU(2) do
not commute with global, gauged physical scale transfor-
mations and can be massive, if this symmetry is sponta-
neously broken. As for the SM, this can provide effective
masses also for the fermions.
Concerning the anticipated physical equivalence of for-

mulating the model with gauge algebra p(gl2R ⊕ gl3R)
or s(u(2) ⊕ u(3)), we note that they have the same
real dimension and also come with equivalent finite-
dimensional, complex representation theory. Amongst
others, this hints at similar particle excitation spec-
tra. Prominently, comparable arguments lead to the
spinor representations of the complexified Lorentz alge-
bra, which are for quantum fields on Poincaré geometry
analogous to the representation ρ̃ for projective quantum
fields. Another example for considering the compact real
form of Lie algebras is provided by the appearance of
u(N) gauge algebras associated with stacks of p-branes
in string theory [50], which rests upon their equivalent
finite-dimensional, complex representation theory with
glNR and charge quantization.

A summary of the behavior of the Ô(λ,∅) and Ô(∅,λ)

under gauge transformations in GSM is given in Table I.
This suggests the identification with one generation of
the SM fermions, based on their behavior under gauge
and Poincaré transformations, if both types of transfor-
mations are considered independently. They are different
from the SM fermions in that both transformations act
via ρ(λ,∅) or ρ(∅,λ) and not via a tensor product of two
representations. Note also that no sterile neutrinos ap-
pear in this identification, distinct from spontaneously
broken SU(5) gauge theory as a grand unified theory [4].
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This is consistent with recent experiments demonstrating
the absence of light sterile neutrinos [51].

VII. OUTLOOK

The findings of this work suggest a variety of fur-
ther research questions. First, which physical phenom-
ena can result from interactions among the gauge bosons
and the matter fields, that do not survive the non- or
ultra-relativistic limits of Poincaré geometry, or that do
not appear in the Poincaré limit of homogeneous, curved
Lorentz geometries?
Furthermore, in how far can spontaneously, globally

broken gauged physical scale symmetry provide a projec-
tive geometry-based mass generation mechanism for our
model, which persists through explicit computations on
the quantum level and is similar to the Higgs mechanism?
Its origin within a gauge subgroup of a non-Abelian gauge
theory might hint at the absence of a corresponding Lan-
dau pole and asymptotic freedom instead [49]. Also, im-
plications for potential relations among the gauge cou-
plings of GSM gauge theory are to be investigated.
In the SM, gauge and Poincaré transformations act on

the fermions via a tensor product of gauge and Poincaré
group representations, in line with the Coleman-Mandula
theorem, which is based on asymptotic states and
Poincaré geometry [52]. In our model, gauge and
Poincaré transformations act on the fermions via ρ(λ,λ′),
gauge interactions in general take place on arbitrary ge-
ometries and asymptotic states cannot be defined on
the compact RP

4. Therefore, the applicability of the
Coleman-Mandula theorem appears questionable. Yet,
implications of the special relation between gauge and
space-time symmetries are to be worked out for our
model. Apart from that, the particle content of one SM
generation has been derived, but an explanation for the
appearance of three generations and their mixing is lack-
ing.
While our results have been derived mostly for

Poincaré geometry, the framework depends smoothly on
deformations of the space-time geometry. We therefore
expect that the results for Poincaré geometry hold in an
approximate sense for more general space-time geome-
tries close to Poincaré geometry. Proximity can be de-
fined via the structure groups with respect to available
metrics on the space of closed subgroups of PGL5R [53].
Probably, the results also hold approximately for weakly
curved, inhomogeneous geometries. A suitable frame-
work similar to the one for homogeneous geometries pre-
sented in this work and [16] remains to be developed.
In the projective setting, geometry limits can act with-

out singularities, from which gravity theories might ben-
efit. In this regard, Thomas-Whitehead gravity pro-
vides a projective description of torsion-free, metric grav-
ity [54–58]. It has also been noted that more general
metric-affine f(R) gravity comes with projectively invari-
ant f(R) action functionals [59, 60]. How does this relate

to our model in light of the gauge bosons arising from
connections of the projective frame bundle? The anal-
ogy with a projective formulation of metric-affine gravity
suggests that all particles in our model interact gravi-
tationally. Excitingly, we have actually shown that the
gauge group for homogeneous, curved Lorentz geometries
can partly reduce to the GL4R of metric-affine gravity,
which can also appear for Poincaré geometry.
It remains fascinating to the author that major non-

trivial parts of the peculiar SM structure including hints
toward the presence of gravity can be derived from pro-
jective geometry together with foundational physical con-
cepts within the general framework of projective quan-
tum fields.
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Appendix A: Isomorphism between P(GL2R×GL3R)
and R 6=0 × PGL2R× PGL3R

The following group isomorphisms can be established.
The one for the special linear groups is presented for fur-
ther intuition.

Proposition A.1. The map ζ : R 6=0 × PGL2R ×
PGL3R → P(GL2R×GL3R),

ζ(a, [g], [h]) = P

(

a3g

a−2h

)

, (A1)

is a group isomorphism, where g is an arbitrary of the

two unit-determinant representatives of [g] ∈ PGL2R and
h is the unique unit-determinant representative of [h] ∈
PGL3R. Similarly, the map ζ′ : R>0 × SL2R × SL3R →
S(GL2R×GL3R) ∼= P(GL2R×GL3R),

ζ′(a, g, h) =

(

a3g

a−2h

)

, (A2)

is a group isomorphism.

Proof. Clearly, ζ is a Lie group homomorphism. A gen-
eral element of P(GL2R×GL3R) can be written as

P

(

ã5g

b̃h

)

= P

(

ã5b̃−1g

h

)

(A3)
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for ã, b̃ ∈ (0,∞) and g ∈ SL2R, h ∈ SL3R, noting that

−12×2 ∈ SL2R. Setting a := ãb̃−1/5, the matrix (A3)
equals

P

(

a5g

h

)

= P

(

a3g

a−2h

)

, (A4)

which is in the image of ζ; the map ζ is surjective. In
particular, this parametrization of P(GL2R×GL3R) el-
ements via a ∈ (0,∞), g ∈ SL2R, h ∈ SL3R is the
same as the parametrization by a ∈ R 6=0, [g] ∈ SL2R/Z2,
h ∈ SL3R, and PGL2R

∼= SL2R/Z2, PGL3R
∼= SL3R. To

show injectivity, we compute the kernel and set

[1] = ζ(a, [g], [h]) = P

(

a3g

a−2h

)

, (A5)

for some a ∈ (0,∞) and g ∈ SL2R, h ∈ SL3R. Eq. (A5)
yields a3g = a−2h = b · 15×5 for some b 6= 0. The only
g ∈ SL2R proportional to 12×2 are ±12×2, the only h ∈
SL3R proportional to 13×3 is 13×3. Hence, b = a−2 and
b = ±a3, such that a = ±1. But a ∈ (0,∞), such that
a = 1 and b = 1, which implies g = 12×2. The kernel of
ζ is indeed trivial.
The statement for ζ′ has been proven implicitly.

Other than for the isomorphism S(U(2) × U(3)) ∼=
GSM = (U(1) × SU(2) × SU(3))/Z6 [4, 5], no quotient
by Z6 appears for the map ζ′, since the only roots of
unity in SL2R are ±12×2, which are taken care of by
restricting the Abelian subgroup to R>0, and SL3R has
trivial center.

Appendix B: Gauge group reduction for

homogeneous, curved Lorentz geometries

In this appendix we derive the gauge group reduction
for homogeneous, curved Lorentz geometries of the form

[g]∗G(4, 1) = ([g] · X(4, 1),Ad[g]PO(4, 1)) (B1)

for some [g] ∈ PGL5R. Poincaré geometry G((1), (3, 1))
is a limit of this, see e.g. Eq. (6).
We consider geometry deformations of G(4, 1) by

[c′(κ)] = Ad[g][c(κ)] = [g] · P

(

κ

14×4

)

· [g−1] (B2)

for 0 < κ ≤ 1. A straight-forward computation
shows that the κ → 0 limit of the deformed geome-
try [c′(κ)]∗G(4, 1) is Poincaré geometry G((1), (3, 1)), see
also [16].
Similarly to Theorem IV.1, the following statement

can be derived for the Poincaré limit of the geometry
[g]∗G(4, 1). Intuitively, only gauge bosons for a gauge
subgroup isomorphic to P(R 6=0 × GL4R) ∼= GL4R or an
Abelian gauge subgroup isomorphic to R

4 interact non-
trivially with matter field operators in the Poincaré limit.

Theorem B.1. Let Ô be a projective quantum field, Â
a projective PGL5R gauge quantum field and PGL5R

gauge transformations act on [Ô([x])] as in Eq. (18).
Consider the geometry [g]∗G(4, 1). Then maximally the

action of gauge bosons on the projective correlators in
AÔ([g] · X(4, 1)) via covariant derivatives for the gauge

subgroup Ad[g]P(R 6=0 × GL4R) ∼= GL4R or an Abelian

gauge subgroup isomorphic to R4 remains non-trivial in

their Poincaré limit.

Proof. Consider the deformed gauge interaction operator

∑

C,β

c′BC(κ)AdU([c′(κ)])ρ̃αβ([ÂC([x])])Ôβ([x])

=
∑

β,γ

ρ̃αβ([ÂB([c
′(κ)x])])ρβγ([c

′(κ)−1])Ôγ([c
′(κ)x])

=
∑

β,γ

ραβ([c
′(κ)−1])

× ρ̃βγ([c
′(κ)ÂB([c

′(κ)x])c′(κ)−1])Ôγ([c
′(κ)x]) . (B3)

With corresponding matrix blocks we compute

Ad[c′(κ)]Ad[g]P

(

a B

C D

)

= Ad[g]P

(

a κB

C/κ D

)

, (B4)

where a ∈ R. The projective matrix (B4) has the well-
defined κ → 0 limit

Ad[g]P

(

a 0

0 D

)

, (B5)

if C = 0. If C 6= 0, the κ → 0 limit of (B4) reads

Ad[g]P

(

0 0

C 0

)

. (B6)

Therefore, only gauge bosons for the gauge subgroup
Ad[g]P(R 6=0 ×GL4R) or an Abelian gauge subgroup iso-

morphic to R4 can act non-trivially on the field operators
of Ô in this limit.

We call Ad[g]P(R 6=0 ×GL4R) together with R4 the re-
duced gauge group for homogeneous, curved Lorentz ge-
ometries. It is not isomorphic to the reduced gauge group
P(GL2R × GL3R) of Theorem IV.1 due to the different
assumptions underlying its construction.
According to Theorem B.1, deformations of geome-

tries conjugate the reduced gauge group within PGL5R.
Also in limits of geometries, it remains isomorphic to
P(R 6=0×GL4R) together with R4, as the following lemma
demonstrates.

Lemma B.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem B.1,
the reduced gauge group remains isomorphic to P(R 6=0 ×
GL4R) or an Abelian subgroup of PGL5R isomorphic to
R4 in limits of the geometry G(4, 1).
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Proof. We employ the KAK decomposition of PGL5R

for K = PO(5), such that K is compact and A is the
subgroup of diagonal projective matrices in PGL5R, see
e.g. [61]. Let [bn] ∈ PGL5R, which we can decompose as
[bn] = [knanln], where [kn], [ln] ∈ K, [an] ∈ A. The se-
quences [kn], [ln] have subsequences [knj

], [ln′

j
] converging

to some [k′], [l′] ∈ K. Conjugation of the reduced gauge
group P(R 6=0×GL4R) with [k′] or [l′] is an isomorphism.
The adjoint action of sequences [an] ∈ A on the (non-

compact) reduced gauge group Ad[l′]P(R 6=0 × GL4R)
leaves it invariant. Indeed, for any [g] ∈ Ad[l′]P(R 6=0 ×
GL4R) we can choose a sequence [gn] ∈ Ad[l′]P(R 6=0 ×
GL4R), such that Ad[an][gn] = [g] for all n. There-
fore, limn→∞ Ad[anl′]P(R 6=0 × GL4R) is isomorphic to
Ad[l′]P(R 6=0 ×GL4R).

For the R4 subgroup, the argument using the possibil-
ity to choose sequences [gn] as for limits via [an] can be
repeated.

Considering Lemma B.2, it is to be regarded that ge-
ometry limits quite generally reduce the dimension of the
space-time support of projective quantum fields and their
projective correlator algebras. In such cases, projective
quantum fields restricted to limit geometries are only
partially given by geometry limits of projective quantum
fields on other geometries.

Appendix C: Commutativity with physical scale

transformations

In Section V we have discussed global gauge transfor-
mations given by physical scale transformations. With
regard to the reduced gauge group AdτP(GL2R×GL3R),
the following related statement is of interest.

Lemma C.1. Let ζ : R 6=0 × PGL2R × PGL3R →
P(GL2R×GL3R) be the isomorphism of Proposition A.1.

For s 6= 0 and [1] 6= [k] ∈ Adτ ζ(1,PGL2R, [1]):

[d(s)−1 k−1 d(s) k] 6= 1 , (C1)

while this group commutator equates to one for all [k] ∈
AdτP(12×2 ×GL3) = Adτζ(R 6=0, [1],PGL3R) and all s.

Proof. The statement for [k] ∈ AdτP(12×2 × GL3R) is
clear. Let [1] 6= [k] ∈ Adτ ζ(1,PGL2R, [1]). As for Propo-
sition A.1, there is a g ∈ SL2R, such that

[k] = AdτP

(

g

13×3

)

. (C2)

We write g as

g =

(

a b

c d

)

(C3)

for a, b, c, d ∈ R, which fulfil the unit-determinant con-
straint ad− bc = 1. Thus,

[k] = P







a b

13×3

c d






. (C4)

Explicit computation yields

[d(s)−1 k−1 d(s) k]

= P







esad− e2sbc (es − e2s)bd

13×3

(es − 1)ac esad− bc






. (C5)

Assuming [d(s)−1 k−1 d(s) k] = [1] together with the
unit-determinant constraint for g provides a set of five
independent algebraic equations. Certainly, s = 0 is
a solution to these. Assume s 6= 0. Then the non-
trivial off-diagonal elements of the projective matrix (C5)
give bd = ac = 0. Inserting ad = 1 + bc (unit-
determinant constraint) into esad − bc = 1 leads to
es + (es − 1)bc = 1, i.e., bc = −1. Therefore, ad = 0
and with esad − e2sbc = 1: e2sbc = −1, which is a con-
tradiction. Only s = 0 solves [d(s)−1 k−1 d(s) k] = [1] for
[1] 6= [k] ∈ Adτζ(1,PGL2R, [1]).
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